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however, as a member of the IX.P. Co-operative Polic
Commission, he subscribed, in company with oth<
staunch Co-operators, to the statement that "where gaj
exist between Socialist theory and Co-operative practic
their causes must be looked for, not in difference <
principle, but in the circumstances which inevitabl
surround any practical living experiment in the makin,
of a new world/'
The actual course of events was not favourable to
disentanglement of ideas, nor did any of our English
writers carry the economic investigation of the matte
as far as Gide. The English conception of the Labou
movement as comprising the Socialistic political parties
the Trade Unions and the Co-operative movement
emerged from the actualities of common membership ii
the three sections of social activity, and this pragmati<
generalisation already had, as we have seen, the blessing
of Fabian authority. It has it also in practical experience
In a public lecture last winter on Co-operation in Russia
Sidney Webb described the movement as still retaining
its essential character and functions as one of the three
great pillars of the Soviet State, the other two being the
Trade Unions and the Communist Party—the three
constituents of the English Labour movement.
We are not concerned here with the relative virtues
of Co-operation and State Socialism, but only to observe
the English lack of any such clear thought regarding
their differences of economic and social character as
constantly recurs in the writings of Gide. For him,
Protestant alwayg, the Trinitarian * consummation of the
Labour movement could only be regarded as a transi-
tional and testing time for Co-operation, in which
eventually the economics of Co-operation, by their own
Tightness of adjustment to human needs, would survive
the more rigid system of State Socialism, a view which
does not conflict with that of the Bolshevik intelligentsia
—Lenin, Lunacharsky—for whom not State Communism
but Kropotkin's Anarchist Communism was the ulti-
mate aim*

